INTRODUCTION

The Local Interconnect Network (LIN), as described in the LIN v1.2 specification, is a multi-layered system. The levels vary from the physical interface up to the high level application. This application note focuses on the implementation of a low level driver, essentially an interface between the physical hardware connection and the higher level application firmware. Specifically, this application note presents a generic ‘bit banged’ LIN slave driver for both the PIC16 and PIC18 family of PICmicro® microcontrollers.

There are many details to this firmware design; however, this application note focuses mainly on how to set up and use the driver. Therefore, the LIN system designer should be able to get an application running on LIN quickly without spending significant time on the details of LIN.

Some information about the firmware design is provided at the end of this document for the curious designer who wants to learn a little more about LIN and this driver implementation.

The reader should note information in this application note is presented with the assumption that the reader is familiar with LIN specification v1.2, the most current specification available at the time this document was written. Therefore, not all details about LIN are discussed. Refer to the References section for additional information.

APPLICATIONS

The first question that must be asked is: “Will this driver work for my application?” The next few sections can help those who would like to know the answer to this question and quickly decide whether this is the appropriate driver implementation for their application. The important elements that have significant weight on the decision include available process time, resource usage, and bit rate performance.

Process Time

Available process time is dictated predominately by bit rate, clock frequency, and code execution. Since code execution varies depending on the state within the LIN driver and there being many states, generating a single equation for process time is unrealistic. A much simpler solution is to test the process time. Figure 1 shows the approximate average available process time for a node running at 8 MHz.

FIGURE 1: AVAILABLE PROCESS TIME
@ 8 MHz

When the LIN bus is IDLE, the driver uses significantly less process time. Although dependent on the same conditions stated above, the used process time is extremely low. At 8 MHz, the average available process time is greater than 98%.

Resource Usage

A few of the hardware resources are used to maintain robust communications and precise timing. Timer0 is used for maintaining communications timing and bus activity time. In addition, the timer prescaler is adjusted under various conditions to simplify the code and improve performance in many states of the driver. An external interrupt is used for START edge detection for each received byte; either an interrupt-on-change pin, or the INT pin can be configured as the interrupt source.
**Bit Rate**

By selecting the appropriate clock frequency, the driver is designed to operate over the specified operating range of LIN: 1000 bps to 20000 bps. Note, however, that the clock must be selected such that at least 70 instructions can be executed per every bit received. Refer to Figure 2 for recommended operating regions.

**Summary**

The driver is designed almost entirely in firmware. Only the hardware peripherals standard to PIC16 and PIC18 MCUs are used. Thus, all communications and timing required by the LIN specification are controlled in firmware. This implies a certain percentage of software resources are consumed, most importantly, time. To put this into perspective, at 19.2 Kbps using an 8 MHz oscillator source, an average of 50% of the process time is used by the driver. Also, given the intolerance to uncertainty, interrupts (high priority for PIC18) should be restricted to the LIN communications driver when the instruction rate to bit rate ration (Fosc/B) is small (i.e., less than 200). For PIC18 devices, the low priority interrupt vector is available since low priority interrupts do not interfere with high priority interrupts.

---

**FIGURE 2: RECOMMENDED OPERATING REGIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clock Frequency</th>
<th>Bit Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 MHz</td>
<td>1.2k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 MHz</td>
<td>7.2k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 MHz</td>
<td>14k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1: Check specific device for available Oscillator modes.
SETTING UP

Now that the decision has been made to use this driver, it is time to setup the firmware and start building an application. For an example, a complete application, referenced in the appendixes for both the PIC16 and PIC18 families, is built with the LIN driver.

Here are the basic steps required to set up your project:

1. Setup a project in MPLAB® IDE. Make sure you have the important driver files included in your project:
   - serial.asm, lin.asm, and linevent.asm.
2. Include a main entry point in your project: main.asm. Edit this file as required for the application. Make sure that the interrupt is setup correctly and initialize the driver. Also ensure any external symbols are included.
3. Edit linevent.asm to respond to the appropriate IDs. This could be a table or some simple compare logic. Be certain to include any externally defined symbols.
4. Add any additional application related modules. The example uses idxx.asm for application related functions related to specific IDs.
5. Edit the lin.def file to set up the compile time definitions of the driver. The definitions determine how the driver functions.

The Project

The first step is to setup the project. Figure 3 shows an example of what the MPLAB project setup should look like. The following files are required for the LIN driver to operate:

- lin.lkr - Linker script file
- main.asm - Main entry point into the program
- serial.asm - Serial communications engine
- lin.asm - LIN driver
- linevent.asm - LIN event handling table

Any additional files are defined by the system designer for the specific application. For example, Figure 3 shows these files labeled as idxx.asm, where xx represents the LIN ID number. This is simply a programming style that separates ID handling into individual objects thus making the project format easier to understand. Other objects could be added and executed through the main module, main.asm, and the event handler.

FIGURE 3: PROJECT SETUP

The Main Object

The main.asm module contains the entry point into the program, which is where the driver, hardware, and variables should be initialized. To initialize the driver, call the _l_init function. The firmware referenced in Appendix B demonstrates this.

Also included in this module is the interrupt vector. The serial function is interrupt based; therefore, it must be included at the interrupt vector. The following code demonstrates this for use with PIC16 MCUs.

EXAMPLE 1: INTERRUPT VECTOR CODE EXAMPLE

_INTERRUPT_V CODE 0x0004

InterruptHandler
  movwf W_TEMP ;Save
  swapf STATUS, W
  clrwf STATUS
  movwf STATUS_TEMP
  call SerialEngine
  swapf STATUS_TEMP, W ;Restore
  movwf STATUS
  swapf W_TEMP, F
  swapf W_TEMP, W
  retfie
The above example could also be used for PIC18 MCUs; however, PIC18 MCUs have the Fast Register Stack and a different interrupt vector. If the fast register stack is used, then time and space could be saved by eliminating the context save and restore.

**Definitions**

There are numerous compile time definitions, all of them located in `lin.def`, that are used to setup the system. Table 1 lists and describes these definitions. Likewise, the definitions are also listed in Appendix A. Only five of these definitions are critical for getting a system running. They are:

- `MAX_BIT_TIME`
- `NOM_BIT_TIME`
- `MIN_BIT_TIME`
- `USE_GP_CHANGE`
- `RX_ADVANCE` (or `RX_DELAY`)

The first three definitions, the bit time definitions, setup the baud rate and its boundary for communication. The next item depends on the application hardware design. The LIN designer needs to setup an external START edge detection source; the two options are the INT pin or an interrupt-on-change pin. The last, yet very important definition, is the receive advance or delay. The receive advance (or delay) is used to advance (or delay) the time-base to align to the center of the next bit after the START bit.

**LIN Events**

LIN event functions are where the ID is decoded to determine what to do next, transmit, receive, and how much. The designer should edit or modify the event function to handle specific LIN IDs (see Appendix B for an example). One possibility is to set up a jump table. Another option is to set up some simple compare logic. The example firmware uses simple compare logic.

**ID Modules**

The application firmware must be developed somewhere in the project, it can be in main or in separate modules; however, from a functional perspective, it does not matter. The example firmware uses separate ID modules for individual handling of IDs and their associated functions. The most important part is to remember to include all the external symbols that are used. The symbols used by the driver are in `lin.inc`; this should be included in every application module.
### TABLE 1: COMPILE TIME DEFINITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRK_THRESHOLD</td>
<td>d'11'</td>
<td>Sets the receive break threshold. For low tolerance oscillator sources, this value should be '11', for high tolerance sources, this value should be '9'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_ACTIVE_TIME_PS</td>
<td>b'10001000'</td>
<td>The value loaded into the option register when the slave is actively receiving or transmitting on the LIN bus. A prescale value of 1x is ideal for bit rates between 4800 bps and 14400 bps at 4 MHz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_IDLE_TIME_PS</td>
<td>b'10010110'</td>
<td>The value loaded into the option register when the LIN bus is IDLE. A prescale setting of 128x is the desired choice for the prescaler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_SYNC_TIME_PS</td>
<td>b'10010010'</td>
<td>The value loaded into the option register when the slave is capturing the sync byte. A prescale setting of 8x is the desired choice for the prescaler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX_BIT_TIME</td>
<td>d'118'</td>
<td>The upper boundary bit time for synchronization, which should equal ((FOSC x 1.15) / 4) / (bit rate) – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX_HEADER_TIME</td>
<td>d'39'</td>
<td>The maximum allowable time for the header. This value equals ((34 + 1) x 1.4) – 10, and should not be changed unless debugging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX_IDLE_TIME</td>
<td>d'195'</td>
<td>Defines the maximum bus IDLE time; the spec defines this to be 25000 bit times. The value equals 25000 / 128. The 128 comes from the LIN_IDLE_TIME_PS definition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX_TIME_OUT</td>
<td>d'128'</td>
<td>Specifies the maximum time-out between wake-up requests. The LIN specification defines this to be 128 bit times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIN_BIT_TIME</td>
<td>d'87'</td>
<td>The lower boundary bit time for synchronization, which should equal ((Fosc x 0.85) / 4) / (bit rate) – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM_BIT_TIME</td>
<td>d'102'</td>
<td>The nominal bit time for synchronization, which should equal (FOSC / 4) / (bit rate) – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC_OSC</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Enables synchronization. Do not use this definition if using a crystal or resonator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX_ADVANCE</td>
<td>0x10</td>
<td>This is the receive advance. Use this definition to adjust center sampling for high bit rates, 7400 bps or greater at 4 MHz. RX_ADVANCE must not be used in conjunction with RX_DELAY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX_DELAY</td>
<td>0xF0</td>
<td>The receive delay. Use this definition to adjust center sampling for low bit rates, less than 7400 bps at 4 MHz. For lower bit rates, the delay should be longer. Note, this value is complimented (i.e., 0xF0 is a delay of 16 cycles). RX_DELAY must not be used in conjunction with RX_ADVANCE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO_MASK_A</td>
<td>b'10111111'</td>
<td>Logical AND mask of the transmit pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO_MASK_O</td>
<td>b'01000000'</td>
<td>Logical OR mask of the I/O pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX_PIN</td>
<td>PORTC,7</td>
<td>The receive pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX_PIN_DIR</td>
<td>TRISC,7</td>
<td>The receive pin direction control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX_PIN</td>
<td>PORTC,6</td>
<td>The transmit pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX_PIN_DIR</td>
<td>TRISC,6</td>
<td>The transmit pin direction control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX_PORT</td>
<td>PORTC</td>
<td>The transmit pin port.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE_GP_CHANGE</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Use this definition to configure the external interrupt to be a GPIO interrupt on change. The alternative is to use the INT pin.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
USING THE DRIVER

After setting up a project with the LIN driver’s necessary files, it is time to start using the driver. This section presents pertinent information about using the driver. The important information addressed is:

- Using the \texttt{l_rxtx_driver} function
- Handling error flags
- Handling finish flags
- State flags within the driver
- LIN ID events
- Bus wake-up

The source code provided is a simple example on using the LIN driver in an application.

FIGURE 4: MAIN PROGRAM LOOP WITH CALL TO \texttt{l_txrxx_driver}

```
Main ;Main program loop
    call l_txrxx_driver
    call l_id_02_function ;Check for ID02 (tx)
    btfsc LF_RX
        call l_id_00_function ;Check for ID00 (rx)
    movf LIN_STATUS_FLAGS, W ;Handle errors
    btfsc STATUS, Z
        goto Main
    btfsc LE_BTO ;Was the bus time exceeded?
        goto PutLINToSleep
    clrf LIN_STATUS_FLAGS ;Reset any errors
    goto Main
```

Finish Flags

There are two flags that indicate when the driver has successfully transmitted or received data. The receive flag is set when data has been received without error. This flag must be cleared by the user after it is handled. Likewise, the transmit flag indicates when data has been successfully transmitted without error. The transmit flag must also be cleared by the user when it is handled. Figure 4 shows an example of checking the flags; the flags are cleared in the calling function (not shown).

Error Flags

Certain error flags are set when expected conditions are not met. For example, if the slave failed to generate bit timing within the defined range, a sync error flag (\texttt{LE_SYNC}) is set in the driver.

Errors are considered fatal until they are handled and cleared. Thus, if the error is never cleared, then the driver will ignore incoming data. Figure 4 shows an example.

Notice that the errors are all contained within a single register. Therefore, the \texttt{LIN_STATUS_FLAGS} register can be checked for zero to determine if any errors did occur.

Driver State Flags

The LIN driver uses state flags to remember where it is between received bytes. After a byte is received, the driver uses these flags to decide what is the next unexecuted state, then jumps to that state. One very useful flag is the \texttt{LS_BUSY} flag. This bit indicates when the driver is active on the bus; thus, this flag could be used in applications that synchronize to the communications on the bus. The other flags indicate what has been received and what state the bus is in. Refer to Appendix A for descriptions of the state flags. For most situations, these flags will not need to be used within the application.
ID Events and Functions

For each ID, there is an event function. The event function is required to tell the driver how to respond to the data following the ID. For example, does the driver need to prepare to receive or transmit data? Also, how much data is expected to be received or transmitted?

For successful operation three variables must be initialized, a pointer to data memory, frame time, and the count, as shown in Figure 5.

**FIGURE 5: VARIABLE INITIALIZATION**

```
l_id_00
GLOBAL l_id_00
movlw ID00_BUFF ;Set the pointer
movwf LIN_POINTER
movlw 0x20 ;Adjust the frame time
addwf FRAME_TIME, F
movlw 0x02 ;Set up the data count
movwf LIN_COUNT
retlw 0x00 ;Read
```  

The pointer to memory tells the driver where to store data for receiving or where to retrieve data for sending. The frame time is the adjusted time, based on the number of bytes to expect. Typically, the frame time register will already have time left over from the header, so time should be added to the register. For two bytes, this would be an additional \((30 + 1) \times 1.4\) bit times, or 43; the value 30 is the total bits of data, START bits, and STOP bits, plus the checksum bits. The counter simply tells the driver how much data to operate on. Note that the count must always be initialized to something greater than zero for the driver to function properly.

Waking the Bus

A LIN bus wake-up function, `l_tx_wakeup`, is provided for applications that need the ability to wake the bus up. Calling this function will broadcast the wake-up request character.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Additional Interrupts

It is possible to add extra interrupts; however, it is not recommended. The driver uses an external interrupt to synchronize timing to the START edge. If additional interrupts are added, then uncertainty is added to the received START edge. Uncertainty in receiving the START edge can severely degrade the maximum bit rate under certain conditions.

There is a finite amount of uncertainty that is acceptable for a given bit rate and clock frequency, defined as follows:

\[
\frac{1}{B} \left( T_{E1(low)} + T_{E2(high)} + 2T_{ES} \right) = T_w = \frac{4N_{INS}}{F_{OSC}}
\]

Without going into too much detail here, the above equation basically derives the maximum number of instructions related to uncertainty in terms of the ideal bit rate and frequency (discussed later in this document). The real question is what instructions can be counted in this uncertainty and the answer is, it depends on the way the code is written for the application. It is also important to note that some uncertainty is already assumed.

To be safe (i.e., not sacrifice reliability), avoid adding any extra code to the interrupt unless your instruction rate to bit rate ratio is greater than 200, or the number of instructions added is extremely small.

With PIC18 devices, you have the option of using the low priority interrupt vector for additional interrupts. The high priority interrupt should be used for the LIN driver, since it has precedence. The low priority interrupt could be used for any other interrupt source not related to LIN.

Definitions Using Prescalars

The prescaler definitions are set to achieve bit rates between 4800 bps and 14400 bps, using a 4 MHz clock source. It is possible to adjust these to achieve lower bit rates or higher clock speeds. For example, multiplying all the prescaler values by two would yield much lower bit rates, if desired.

The LIN Event Handler

Event handling should be as short as possible. If the event handler is long, unacceptable interbyte space may be seen between receiving the ID byte and transmitting data from the slave to the master. Therefore, choose the best method for decoding in your application. If you are only responding to a couple of IDs, then simple XOR logical compares will suffice. If any more IDs are responded to, then use a jump table. A complete jump table uses a significant amount of program memory; however, it is very quick to decode IDs.
Calling the Driver

The driver is not a true background task, only the serial communication is. Thus, the driver function must be called frequently. There are two potential problems if the driver function is not called frequently enough. The receive buffer could be overrun, thus, the entire packet would be corrupted. Another problem is unacceptable interbyte space during slave to master transmissions. To be safe, ensure the driver function is called at least four times for every byte. The driver function will execute very quickly if there is no action required.

With the access to the hardware stack on the PIC18 devices, it is possible to make the driver look like it is operating in the background. Essentially, the address of the driver function could be pushed onto the stack upon interrupt. When the serial communications finishes, the address of the driver is pulled off the stack for execution. When driver tasks are finished, control returns to the application. This method is a possibility; however, it is not shown.

Advance or Delay

After detecting a START edge for a serial byte, there is a finite duration required to set up for the reception of the byte. Depending on the bit rate and frequency, the duration could put the sample point before or after the center of the next received bit. Thus, the advance and delay options are available. The delay is used to hold sampling when the setup duration is shorter than half the bit time. The advance is used to advance the bit time for the next bit when the setup duration is longer than half the bit time. The setup duration also includes the time required to enter the interrupt, thus, the duration depends significantly on how the interrupt is setup. PIC18 MCUs will have a slightly shorter setup time than PIC16 MCUs, since time can be saved by using the fast register stack.

IMPLEMENTATION

There are five functions found in the associated example firmware that control the operation of the LIN interface:
- LIN Transmit/Receive Driver
- LIN Serial Engine
- LIN Timekeeper
- LIN Hardware Initialization
- LIN Wake-up

The Serial Engine

The serial engine is interrupt driven firmware. It handles all bit level communication and synchronization. The function requires an external interrupt source configurable to either an interrupt-on-change pin, or the INT pin. Also, Timer0 is used to control asynchronous communication.

SYNCHRONIZATION

Synchronization is performed by stretching the bit rate clock and using the external interrupt to count the edges of the sync byte. After the last falling edge of the sync byte, the time is captured and compared to the maximum and minimum bit time tolerances specified. If within the tolerance, the value is used as the new time-base.

TRANSMITTING WITH READBACK

The software UART handles asynchronous communications much like a hardware UART; it receives data and generates errors under various conditions. Because the LIN physical layer has a feedback path for data (see Figure 6), the UART also reads back transmitted data.

FIGURE 6: SIMPLIFIED LIN TRANSCEIVER

The UART is designed to pre-sample before transmitting to capture feedback information. Transmit operations take 11 bit times to accurately capture the last bit in the transmission.

SERIAL STATUS FLAGS

There are a few flags within the software UART to control its operation and to feed status information to functions outside the UART. The serial status flags are listed and defined in Appendix A.
Transmit/Receive Driver

The `l_rxtx_driver` is a state machine. Bit flags are used to retain information about various states within the driver. In addition, status flags are maintained to indicate errors during transmit or receive operations.

STATES AND STATE FLAGS

The LIN driver uses state flags to remember where it is between received bytes. After a byte is received, the driver uses these flags to decide what is the next unexecuted state, then jumps to that state. Figure 7 and Figure 8 outline the program flow through the different states. The states and state flags are listed and defined in Appendix A.

TX/RX TABLE

A transmit/receive table is provided to determine how to handle data after the node has successfully received the ID byte. The table returns information to the transmit/receive driver about data size and direction.

STATUS FLAGS

Within various states, status flags may be set depending on certain conditions. For example, if the slave receives a corrupted checksum, then a checksum error is indicated through a status flag. Unlike state flags, status flags are not reset automatically. Status flags are left for the LIN system designer to act upon within the higher levels of the firmware. The status flags are listed and defined in Appendix A.

LIN Timers

The LIN specification identifies maximum frame times and bus IDLE times. For this reason, a timekeeping function is implemented. The timekeeping function works together with the transmit/receive driver and the transmit and receive functions. Essentially, the driver and the transmit and receive functions update the appropriate time, and bus and frame time when called. If time-out conditions do occur, then status flags are set to indicate the condition.

Hardware Initialization

An initialization function, `l_init`, is provided to setup the necessary hardware settings. Also, the state and status flags are all cleared. This function can also be used to reset the LIN driver.

Wake-up

The only time the slave can transmit to the bus without a request is when the bus is sleeping. Basically, any slave can transmit a wake-up signal. For this reason, a wake-up function is defined, and it sends a wake-up signal when called.
FIGURE 7: RECEIVE HEADER PROGRAM FLOW
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- Requesting Wake-up?
  - Yes: Read Back Test, Set Flags
  - No: Update Bus Timer

- Got Break?
  - No: Build Option
  - Yes: Test Break, Set Flags

- Got Sync?
  - No: Measure and Test, Set Flags
  - Yes: Test ID, Determine RX or TX, Determine Data Count, Set Frame Timer, Set Flags

- Got ID?
  - No: TX or RX?
    - RX: Finish
    - TX: B
  - Yes: TX or RX?
FIGURE 8: TRANSMIT/RECEIVE MESSAGE PROGRAM FLOW
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EVALUATING OPERATING REGION

It is important to understand the relationship between bit rate and clock frequency when designing a slave node in a LIN network. Therefore, this section focuses on developing this understanding based on the LIN specification. It is assumed that the physical limits defined in the LIN specification are reasonable and accurate. This section merely uses the defined physical limits and does not present any analysis of the limits defined for physical interface to the LIN bus. Essentially, the focus of this section is to analyze the firmware and its performance based on the defined conditions in the LIN specification.

General Information

Some general information used throughout the analysis is provided here.

DATA RATE VS. SAMPLING RATE

There are essentially two rates to compare: the incoming data rate and the sampling rate. The slave node only has control of the sampling rate; therefore, for this discussion, the logical choice for a reference is the incoming data rate, $B_I$. The equations that follow assume $B_I$ is the ideal data rate of the system.

SAMPLING

The ideal sampling point is assumed to be the center of the incoming bit, as shown in Figure 10. The equations presented in the following sections use this point as the reference.

FIGURE 10: SAMPLING

RELATING CLOCK FREQUENCY ERROR TO BIT ERROR

The LIN specification refers to clock frequency error rather than bit error. Because of this, the LIN system designer must design the system with like clock sources; however, this is rather impractical. It is more feasible to have clock sources designed for the individual needs of the node. All of the equations in this section refer to bit error, rather than frequency error. The following equation relates frequency error to bit rate error:

$$\frac{1}{1 + E_F} - 1 = E_B$$

For very low clock frequency errors, the bit rate error can be approximated by: $-E_F \approx E_B$

Thus, a ±2% frequency error is nearly the same bit rate error.

FIGURE 9: TIMEKEEPING PROGRAM FLOW

![Flowchart](attachment:flowchart.png)
Acceptable Bit Rate Error

The LIN specification allows for a ±2% error for master/slave communications. This section evaluates this tolerance based on specified worst case conditions (slew rate, voltage, and threshold) and the implementation.

IDEAL SAMPLING WINDOW

It is relatively easy to see the maximum allowed error in the ideal situation. Ideal is meant by infinite slew rate with a purely symmetrical signal, like the signal shown in Figure 11.

FIGURE 11: IDEAL WINDOW

Basically, if the data sampling is greater or less than half of one bit time, $T_E$, over nine bits, the last bit in the transmission will be interpreted incorrectly. Figure 12 graphically depicts how data may be misinterpreted because of misaligned data and sampling rates.

FIGURE 12: DATA VS SAMPLING

The following two equations give the maximum and minimum bit rates based on shifting time by one-half of one bit time or $T_E = \pm 1/(2B_I)$.

$$\frac{1}{B_I} - \frac{T_E}{\delta} = \frac{1}{B_{\text{max}}}$$

$$\frac{1}{B_I} + \frac{T_E}{\delta} = \frac{1}{B_{\text{min}}}$$

SHORTENED WINDOW DUE TO SLEW RATE

Although the ideal sampling window may be a useful approximation at very low bit rates, slew rate and threshold must be accounted for at higher rates. The ideal analysis serves as a base for more realistic analysis.

The LIN specification defines a tolerable slew rate range and threshold. The worst case is the minimum slew rate at the maximum voltage, 1V/µs and 18V, according to the LIN specification. The threshold is above 60% and below 40% for valid data. Figure 13 shows the basic measurements.

FIGURE 13: ADJUSTED BIT TIME ERROR

Taking the difference of the ideal maximum time and the slight adjustment due to specified operating conditions yields the following error time adjustment:

$$T_{E,I} - T_{ES} = \frac{1}{2B_I} - \frac{(0.5V - 0.4V)}{(dV)/(dt)_{\text{min}}} = T_E$$

Therefore, $T_E$ is slightly smaller than the ideal case, and the minimum and maximum equations in the previous section yield a slightly narrower range for bit rate.

OFFSETS

An offset is a less than ideal sample point. For example, it is possible for a software UART to take a sample before or after the center point of an incoming bit, as shown in Figure 14. This is related to an offset from the START edge and ultimately shifts the bit rate error to favor one side over the other. For example, if the START edge detection is delayed for 10 µs from the center of a 9.6 Kbit transmission, the absolute range for bit rate error is -4.1% and +6.9%.

FIGURE 14: OFFSET FROM CENTER
The example firmware leaves the Timer0 interrupt enabled at all times to maintain some basic time about the LIN bus activity. A side effect of this is unpredictable offset. For example, if a START edge occurs while program execution is in an interrupt, the interrupt routine must finish before the START edge can be acknowledged. Therefore, an undetermined offset from the START edge occurs.

Although the exact offset cannot be determined when interrupts are enabled, it is possible to determine a maximum offset. Basically, the maximum offset is related to the longest time through the interrupt when looking for a START edge. Having the maximum offset leads to the maximum bit rate.

The same equations apply as before; however, $T_E$ is different for the maximum and minimum bit rate, because there is no time symmetry.

$$\frac{1}{B_I} \cdot \frac{T_{E1}}{9} = \frac{1}{B_{max}}$$

$$\frac{1}{B_I} \cdot \frac{T_{E2}}{9} = \frac{1}{B_{min}}$$

$T_{E1}$ and $T_{E2}$ are related:

$$\frac{1}{B_I} \cdot 2T_{ES} = T_{E1} + T_{E2}$$

where:

$$T_{ES} = T_{E1} - T_{ES} - T_O$$

$$T_{E1} = T_{E1} - T_{ES} + T_O$$

Ultimately, the LIN specification requires that the slave accept as much as a ±2% error between the incoming bit rate ($B_I$) and the sampling bit rate. $T_{E1}$ and $T_{E2}$ have specific limits for offsets before and after the center sampling point. They are:

$$T_{E2(high)} = -9(0.02) \div (0.98)(B_I)$$

$$T_{E1(low)} = 9(0.02) \div (1.02)(B_I)$$

With these times, the total window time shown in Figure 15, can be calculated to determine the maximum allowable offset or the maximum interrupt duration:

$$\frac{1}{B_I} \cdot (T_{E1(low)} + T_{E2(high)} + 2T_{ES}) = T_w = \frac{4N_{INS}}{F_{OSC}}$$

The $4/F_{OSC}$ term is the instruction time. Multiplying the instruction time by the number of executed instructions in the interrupt routine results in the total time through the interrupt.

Substituting the time equations $T_{E1(low)}$, $T_{E2(high)}$, and $T_{ES}$, and solving $B_I$ yields the maximum bit rate:

$$B_I = \frac{0.6399}{4N} \div \frac{1.8}{F} - 1.8 \mu s$$

Adjusting this down by 15% to allow for synchronization tolerances leads to maximum allowable bit rate. For example, for a slave node operating at 4 MHz with a maximum instruction count of 40 through an interrupt, the maximum ideal bit rate would be about 14.2 kbps. Beyond 14.2 kbps, there is a significant probability that incoming data will be misinterpreted.

**Minimum Samples Per Bit**

Given a finite bit rate error range and finite control of the bit rate, leads to areas where the slave cannot operate. These are basically gaps where the error is outside the defined bit rate error range for a particular number of instructions per bit. This section provides the mathematical basis for these gaps. The equations developed in this section are provided to help the LIN designer build a robust network.

**FREQUENCY RANGE**

The following equation determines the clock frequency as a function of the number of instructions executed per bit, bit rate, and bit rate error.

$$F_{OSC} = (E_B + 1)(N)(4)(B)$$
OVERLAPPING OPERATION

For a large number of instructions executed per bit, the slave will synchronize and communicate well with the master. However, for a particular error range, ±2%, with higher bit rates and lower clock frequencies, the slave may never synchronize and communicate.

To approach this problem, the minimum frequency for a number of instructions \((E_L + 1)\frac{(N-4)(B_i)}{4}\) must be compared to the maximum frequency for one less number of instructions \((E_H + 1)\frac{(N-1-4)(B_i)}{4}\). Where these are equal is the border between continuous and discontinuous operation for any given input frequency:

\[
(E_L + 1)(N)(4)(B_i) = (E_H + 1)(N - 1)(4)(B_i)
\]

Solving this equation yields:

\[
N_{low} = \frac{(E_H + 1)}{(E_H + 1) - (E_L + 1)}
\]

Therefore, the minimum number of instructions, \(N_{low}\), must be executed per bit to accept the defined error. For example, for a ±2% error, the lowest number of instructions accepted before certain clock frequency/bit rate combinations become a problem is 26. Note that the value of 26 is much lower than the number of instructions through the interrupt.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATE IMPLEMENTATION

The bit banged firmware code referenced in this application note utilizes the Timer0 module and an external interrupt. It is also possible to use the CCP and Timer1 module to perform the same function. The results are nearly the same as the implementation presented here.

MEMORY USAGE

The firmware code size depends on the build conditions. As it is currently built with the example application, the firmware occupies 412 words of program memory and 46 bytes of data memory.

REFERENCES

MPASM™ User’s Guide with MPLINK™ and MPLIB™, Microchip Technology Incorporated, 1999
APPENDIX A: SYMBOLS

### TABLE A-1: FUNCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l_init</td>
<td>Call this function to initialize or reset the hardware associated to the LIN interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_tx_wakeup</td>
<td>Wake-up function. Call this function to wake-up the bus if asleep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_txrx_driver</td>
<td>The core transmit and receive function, which manages transmit and receive operations to the bus. State flags are set and cleared within this function. Status flags are also set based on certain conditions (i.e., errors).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_txrx_table</td>
<td>This function is called by the transmit/receive daemon after the identifier byte has been received. Message length and direction is returned to the driver. Within the table, pointers could be set up for different identifiers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SerialEngine</td>
<td>This is the interrupt driven software UART.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UpdateTimer</td>
<td>Used to update the bus and frame timers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE A-2: REGISTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUS_TIME</td>
<td>Bus timer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAME_TIME</td>
<td>8-bit frame timer register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADER_TIME</td>
<td>Same as FRAME_TIME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_CHKSUM</td>
<td>Used by the driver to calculate checksum for transmit and receive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_COUNT</td>
<td>Used by the driver to maintain a message data count.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_FINISH_FLAGS</td>
<td>Contains flags indicating completion of transmit and receive data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_ID</td>
<td>Holding register for the received identifier byte. This register is used in the l_txrx_table function to determine how the node should react.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_POINTER</td>
<td>Pointer to a storage area used by the driver. Data is either loaded into or read from memory depending on the identifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_READBACK</td>
<td>Holding register for transmitted data to be compared with received data for bit error detection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS</td>
<td>Flags to indicate what state the LIN bus is in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS2</td>
<td>Additional flags to indicate what state the LIN bus is in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_STATUS_FLAGS</td>
<td>Contains status information about the LIN bus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXDATA</td>
<td>The Least Significant Byte of the receive shift register. The data is also pulled from this register after a complete receive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXSR_2</td>
<td>The Most Significant Byte of the receive shift register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXTX_COUNT</td>
<td>Bit counter register for the software UART.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERIAL_FLAGS</td>
<td>This register holds the flags to control the software UART.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME_BASE</td>
<td>This register holds the time per bit based on the number of instructions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXSR</td>
<td>The Most Significant Byte of the transmit shift register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXSR_2</td>
<td>The Least Significant Byte of the transmit shift register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flag Name</td>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE_BIT</td>
<td>LIN_STATUS_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE_BRK</td>
<td>LIN_STATUS_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE_BTO</td>
<td>LIN_STATUS_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE_CHKSM</td>
<td>LIN_STATUS_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE_FTO</td>
<td>LIN_STATUS_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE_GEN</td>
<td>LIN_STATUS_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE_FAR</td>
<td>LIN_STATUS_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE_SYNC</td>
<td>LIN_STATUS_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF_RX</td>
<td>LIN_FINISH_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF_TX</td>
<td>LIN_FINISH_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS_BRK</td>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS_BUSY</td>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS_CHKSM</td>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS_DATA</td>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS_ID</td>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS_RBACK</td>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS_SLPNG</td>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS_SYNC</td>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS_TXRX</td>
<td>LIN_STATE_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_BUSY</td>
<td>SERIAL_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_FERR</td>
<td>SERIAL_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_RXIF</td>
<td>SERIAL_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_SSRT</td>
<td>SERIAL_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_SYNC</td>
<td>SERIAL_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_SYNCERR</td>
<td>SERIAL_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_TXRX</td>
<td>SERIAL_FLAGS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# TABLE A-4: COMPILATE TIME DEFINITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRK_THRESHOLD</td>
<td>d'11'</td>
<td>Sets the receive break threshold. For low tolerance oscillator sources, this value should be ‘11’, for high tolerance sources this value should be ‘9’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_ACTIVE_TIME_PS</td>
<td>b'10001000'</td>
<td>The value loaded into the option register when the slave is actively receiving or transmitting on the LIN bus. A prescale value of 1x is ideal for bit rates between 4800 bps and 14400 bps at 4 MHz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_IDLE_TIME_PS</td>
<td>b'10010110'</td>
<td>The value loaded into the option register when the LIN bus is IDLE. A prescale setting of 128x is the desired choice for the prescaler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN_SYNC_TIME_PS</td>
<td>b'10010010'</td>
<td>The value loaded into the option register when the slave is capturing the sync byte. A prescale setting of 8x is the desired choice for the prescaler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX_BIT_TIME</td>
<td>d'118'</td>
<td>The upper boundary bit time for synchronization, which should equal ((FOSC x 1.15) / 4) / (bit rate) – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX_HEADER_TIME</td>
<td>d'39'</td>
<td>The maximum allowable time for the header. This value equals ((34 + 1) x 1.4) – 10, and should not be changed unless debugging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX_IDLE_TIME</td>
<td>d'195'</td>
<td>Defines the maximum bus IDLE time; the spec defines this to be 25000 bit times. The value equals 25000 / 128. The 128 comes from the LIN_IDLE_TIME_PS definition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX_TIME_OUT</td>
<td>d'128'</td>
<td>Specifies the maximum time out between wake-up requests. The LIN specification defines this to be 128 bit times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIN_BIT_TIME</td>
<td>d'87'</td>
<td>The lower boundary bit time for synchronization, which should equal ((Fosc x 0.85) / 4) / (bit rate) – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM_BIT_TIME</td>
<td>d'102'</td>
<td>The nominal bit time for synchronization, which should equal (FOSC / 4) / (bit rate) – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC_OSC</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Enables synchronization. Do not use this definition if using a crystal or resonator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX_ADVANCE</td>
<td>0x10</td>
<td>This is the receive advance. Use this definition to adjust center sampling for high bit rates, 7400 bps or greater at 4 MHz. RX_ADVANCE must not be used in conjunction with RX_DELAY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX_DELAY</td>
<td>0xF0</td>
<td>The receive delay. Use this definition to adjust center sampling for low bit rates, less than 7400 bps at 4 MHz. For lower bit rates, the delay should be longer. Note, this value is complimented (i.e., 0xF0 is a delay of 16 cycles). RX_DELAY must not be used in conjunction with RX_ADVANCE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO_MASK_A</td>
<td>b'10111111'</td>
<td>Logical AND mask of the transmit pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO_MASK_O</td>
<td>b'01000000'</td>
<td>Logical OR mask of the I/O pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX_PIN</td>
<td>PORTC,7</td>
<td>The receive pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX_PIN_DIR</td>
<td>TRISC,7</td>
<td>The receive pin direction control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX_PIN</td>
<td>PORTC,6</td>
<td>The transmit pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX_PIN_DIR</td>
<td>TRISC,6</td>
<td>The transmit pin direction control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX_PORT</td>
<td>PORTC</td>
<td>The transmit pin port.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE_GP_CHANGE</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Use this definition to configure the external interrupt to be a GPIO interrupt-on-change. The alternative is to use the INT pin.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B: SOURCE CODE

Due to size considerations, the complete source code for this application note is not included in the text. A complete version of the source code, with all required support files, is available for download as a Zip archive from the Microchip web site, at:

www.microchip.com
Note the following details of the code protection feature on Microchip devices:

- Microchip products meet the specification contained in their particular Microchip Data Sheet.
- Microchip believes that its family of products is one of the most secure families of its kind on the market today, when used in the intended manner and under normal conditions.
- There are dishonest and possibly illegal methods used to breach the code protection feature. All of these methods, to our knowledge, require using the Microchip products in a manner outside the operating specifications contained in Microchip’s Data Sheets. Most likely, the person doing so is engaged in theft of intellectual property.
- Microchip is willing to work with the customer who is concerned about the integrity of their code.
- Neither Microchip nor any other semiconductor manufacturer can guarantee the security of their code. Code protection does not mean that we are guaranteeing the product as “unbreakable.”

Code protection is constantly evolving. We at Microchip are committed to continuously improving the code protection features of our products.
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